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Roeburndale Woodlands
Jennifer S. HoIt

Although much has been written about the history of English woodlands the evidence quoted often
comes from a wide geographic range and much of this may be from the lowland zones. A number
of manuscripts lodged at Lancaster City Library include, a series generated by Henry Faithwaite of
Littledale in the 1820s, a Sederunt of the Manor of Hornby dated 1757 and miscellaneous entries
from the Fenwick, Dowbiggin and Benison documents held both at Lancaster Library, and the
Lancashire Record Office, permit a detailed picture to be developed of the practices in South
Lonsdale of a time when charcoal and bark were more significant crops than timber.

Although the above sources carry references to a number of estates it was decided to restrict this
paper to the Roeburndale woods as a means of presenting a more coherent picture linked to specific
(and generally still extant) areas of both small and medium sized woodlands.

Henry Faithwaite of Littledale had inherited the main part of the High Winder farm in Roeburndale,
via his grandmother Elizabeth
who had married an earlier Henry
Faithwaite in 1719.1 Purchase had
brought the rest of the farm into
the farrtilt' and Henry enjoyed
ownership between the death of
his father, Thomas Winder
Faithwaite, in 1808 and his own in
1830. The Faithwaites never lived
at High Winder and, for the period
under discussion here, it was
tenanted by the William Skirrow
Proctors, father and son.

In 1823 an agreement was drawn
up in connection with the
proposed sale of certain timber
and underwood owned by Henry
Faithwaite "126 good Oak Trees,
175 Owlers (holly trees) 45 Ashes
arrd 14 Elms. Also a quantity of
Coppice Wood now standing and
growing at Winder."3 The sale, by
auction, duly took place on the lst
December 1823 at "the House of
William Pilling the sign of the
Naggs Head in Lancaster" when
some small alterations to the
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agteement were incorporated - some of which were presumably at the request of William Skinow
Proctor since they relate to the farm tenant's interests. The selling price reached was f500 and the
successful bid came from Oliver Gardner the elder, Oliver Gardner the younger both of Quarmore
and John Hewetson and Anthony Winder, both of Lancaster, who had to pay one half of the
purchase price by 13th February 1825 and the remainder by l3th February 1826.
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The agreement was very specific as to how the

timber and other materials were to be extracted

and it is worth quoting fairly comprehensively,

both for the light it throws on the detailed

instructions governing the sale and on the range

of trees to be found in the Winder woodlands.

Henry Faithwaite reserved for himself all the

trees in the woods and fences marked with red

paint, in addition to all the hedges and fences

growing or adjoining the woods, except such

poles as he gave permission for the purchasers

to cut down. He also reserved all the thom and

crab trees and all the young larches and beeches

and all hazels which were not growing in the

coppice.

The purchasers were to cut down one half of the

oak trees during the 1824 sap season and the

other half in the 1825 sap season. The timing
was significant as the sap season of spring is the

best time for removing bark which is to be used

in taruring; implicit in this practice is that the

needs ofthe bark crop took precedence over the

other products. Once the bark had been peeled

it could be temporarily housed in such of Mr
Faithwaite's barns as he directed but it had to be

removed from Winder by 26th June of the year

in which it had been stripped. There were also

strict instructions that the oak stubs were not to
be stripped of bark below their felling line.

Any trees, other than oaks, were to be felled

before 10th April in each of the two years and

again one half should be felled in the first year

and the remainder in the second year. The

felled wood was to be moved to wherever Mr
Faithwaite directed. These trees "shall be cut

even and as near the ground as may be, and

shall not be dished, nor shall any part thereof be

peeled lower than it is cut" thus indicating that
all the trees were to be coppiced.

The lst August in each of the two felling years

was the date by which the wood for charcoaling

was to be put into the pit rings and the

iemaining timber moved to where Mr
Faithwaite directed. The stocks and roots were

to be cleaned so as not to injwe the young

shoots and the horses employed in carrying
away the timber should be muzzled to preserve

these shoots from being cropped.

Mr Faithwaite would also direct from where the

turfs for covering the charcoal pits might be

taken.

The purchasers were to have "free liberty of
ingrcss, egress and regress into and out of the

woods" by such routes as Mr Faithwaite
directed and were to make good any damages

sustained by the tenant (this latter point is one

of the amendments which were presumably

made at the time of the sale as they are all in the

same hand). Any timber, bark etc. not removed

by 1st August 1826 would become the property

of Mr Faithwaite.

This sale seems to have been part of a series of
actions instigated by Henry Faithwaite and

linked to a desire to maximise the income from
his lands since, in 1826, Matthew Butler was

employed to value all the timber on the Pott

Yeat and Winder estates.4 This valuation is

contained in a home-made book, hand-stitched

and bound in brown paper - clearly a rough and

ready working document rather than an elegant

form for presenting information. The entries

relating to the Winder woodlands read as

follows :-

WinderWood fsd
174 Oaks 1092 feet @218d 

* t2l0 8s 4d

Bark 7 ton 13 cwt @

4l Ash 136 @ l/6d *

8 Alder 94 @ ll3d *

f,8 lOs 0d

f,I0 4s 0d

€1 3s 6d

Subtotal f,221 15s l0 d

Valuation of the Rookery Trees at Winder

l0 Sycamore 493 @2L *

5 Ash 170 @ 116*

Subtotal f,6' ls od

These* are the values per foot and the
arithmetic does appear correct; the figures

would indicate that whilst each sycamore

produced 49 feet of timber and each Rookery
ash produced 34 feet; the ash trees in Winder
Wood could only provide 3 feet and the oaks 6

feet of timber - the alders produced nearly 12

feet each. The amounts are of course averages

but confirm the point made above that all the

trees cut were being coppiced.

t49 6s 0d

ll2 l5s 0d
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The grand total for all Henry Faithwaite's

woods on the two farms came to t1,557 l2sh'
It would seem, therefore, that the 1823 sale

represented approximately one quarter of the

total value of these woodlands.

In 1821, prior to the sale above, Henry

Faithwaite made an agreement with Thomas

Skinow.s Thomas Skirrow both owned and

farmed Middle Salter which lies on the east

bank of the river and the two men agreed to

exchange parcels of land adjacent to Drunken

Bridge with an adjustment of fl4 payable by

Faithwaite in respect of wood growing on his

new acquisition. This exchange appears to

relate to two small areas of land which had

formed parts of Middle Salter and High Winder

and had eflectively moved to the other side of
the river due to the periodic channel changes to

which the Roeburn is subject in response to

violent downpours. The last of such cloud

bursts took place in 1967 but there is
considerable evidence in documents and on the

ground that these are standard, if irregular,

occurrences for all the rivers in south Lonsdale.

Close examination of the 1770 estate map6 and

Tithe MapT of 1848 suggests that the land

Henry Faithwaite acquired was the small field

referred to as Swarth on the latter map - see fig
one. It is assumed that this was exchanged for a

similar piece of land on the Middle Salter bank

but it has not been possible to identiff this with
any certainty.

Subsequent to the sale, in 1827 Henry
Faithwaite paid T. Jackson for walling,8 the

cost was 3sh. a rood which here, is a linear

measurement of 5.5 yards and represents about

one day's work for an experienced waller:

26 Roods and 3 yards at bottom ofKear at 3sh Rood

t3 I9s 4d.

24 Hareholes at [IdJ hole in it 2s 0d ful-ls:ld

This is followed by another relevant entry

regarding hedges:

"Measurement of Hedge round Winder Wood in 1828"

"Piece at bottom of llroodfrom Barkin to Lower Salter

fence 28% Roods"

"All made in 1828 at 6/rood [6sh per rood]"

"Length of Hedge from Barkin to the Wall at bottom. of
Loftshaw 18 Roods"

"From WaIl bottom of Loftshow to the Wall behind the

Hill over Crogley Gill is 201/z roods"

"From bottom of llall behind hill to Wall at end of
Kear 84% roods"

There is a length of walling which matches the

location of Mr Jackson's work but it is

considerably longer and contains no evidence of
hareholes; this wall is the southern boundary of
a piece of woodland named as Stuggle Wood on

the Tithe Map and is marked "A" on Figure I'
Stuggle Wood has a large circular platform at

its higher level and, at about 20 metres in
diameter, is considerably bigger than the usual

size for a charcoalling pitstead. Careful

examination of the physical evidence and maps

has failed to identifi the other four sections of
boundary with any certainty.

Hareholes are not generally found in the

Roeburndale walls however, there are a few
lengths of wall which have a high number of
these featurese suggesting that the local hares

were in the habit of moving across country via
certain pathways and that landlords wished to
encourage them.

All aspects of Henry Faithwaite's approach to

effective exploitation of his woodlands can be

found in earlier documents relating to
Roeburndale confirming a continuity of
management practice. A note, presumably

made by Henry Faithwaite the grandfather and

tucked into the pocket book of his father-inlaw
Thomas Dowbiggin,l o refers to the
disbursement of 3sh. in 1724 for 'oBarks peeling

Leading and dressing".

ln another example dated 1666 Luke Pearson,

Josias Morley and Reginald Reminglon (a11men

of considerable standing in the Hornby area)

reported to Robert Earl of Cardigan, then in
London, as to the number of timber trees and

stubbs on the Hornby Manor lands.ll This

report was presumably linked to the loans made
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by the Earl of Cardigan to Lord Morley and

Mounteagle and give the overall total of timber
trees as 1066 with 172 stubbs (i.e. coppiced
trees).

The Sederunt of Hornby Estates dated 1757t2
explains (for the guidance of the new steward)
that the greatest part of the woods on the estate

were sold in 1747 subsequent to a valuation by
James Rawlinson and James Beggland "two
persons skilled in woods" (James Rawlinson
was also one of the successful bidders). There
is an extensive description of how the valuers
were selected, the valuation is apparently given
in its entirety and includes the following entries
relating to :-

"Barkin in Roberingdale" 13

Oak Bark 70 quarts @ 6/-d t21--0d

Oak Timber 5 tunns @ tl &sh f7 - -0d

Coalls 210 doz @ 14/-d {147 - 0d

Sum fl75 - 0d

The document explains that "After the valuators
had fixed their Value, Printed Advertisements
were published and dispersed thro all the
Market Towns in Yorks, Westnoreland and

Lancaster"

The sale realised f3,500 which was payable in
four yearly instalments on the 26th March in
1749, 1750, 175l and 1752 and the implication
is that the felling etc. would also take place over
four years. The wording of the Sederunt at this
point makes it clear that, originally, it included
a copy of this sale agreement.

The Sederunt continues by stating that :-

"The lron Furnesses in this Neighbourhood
were the only motive of the woods selling at so

high o price, there are Severall Ironfurnaces
within twenty miles of these ll'oods ... the uses

they make of it is to Coal it or make it into
Charcoal for the Iron furnaces. "

The writer thought that sixteen years hence the
wood might be fit to be sold again for that
purpose and then goes on to list the costs
involved which should be offset against the sale
price; these include :-

"Fencing young springs"

[to protect the sprouting stubbs from grazng animals]

1748 Barkin lAood to James Skinow annum f3 3s 0d

"1749 f7 12s 0d

"1750 tr6 - -0d

t26_r5=tM

Earlier in the document a rental includes details
of rent reductions linked to the loss of grazing
which tenants would experience. "This tennant

[James Skirrow] got an abatement of f,8 for the
year 1750 on account of his damage for want of
grass of Barkin Woods (part of the woods lately
sold) now preserved for the sale of the Young
Springs which is in a thriving condition - this
abatement must be continued for some years

until the young Springs which is all fenced be
out of hazard." Since the full rent was f21
10sh. this rent reduction represents a discount
of some 37% and gives a clear pointer to the
management of Barkin as full blown wood
pasture whereby the tree cover was suffrciently
open to permit the growth of significant
amounts of grazing and that this was not related
to a lack of interest in the commercial
exploitation of the woodland but rather a desire
to usefully exploit the full potential of the land.

Another aspect of woodland management
highlighted by the Sederunt and giving a link to
mediaeval regulations follows:

"The Woodlands in Barkin are well fenced and the Young
Spring* thriveswell. There is about 120 thrivingyoung
Oak trees reserved. The purchasers get Oak Timber to
the value out of the hedge rows."

Tenants in Roberingdale

"Edward Wildman) have by their Deeds of
Enfranchisement, a liberty
to get wood in Barkinfor

Jonathan Coulston) the use of their Estates
and may have occasion

Henry Faithwaite) t"*,:if:;','::3"",1:::

was some wood left in
Barkin not sold"

*This refers to the growth from the coppiced
stumps - the name Spring Wood normally
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indicates a formerly coppiced woodland.

The reference here to the purchasers taking oak

timber out of the hedgerows in substitution for
the 120 oak trees to be left in Barkin highlights
that there were a substantial quantity of timber
trees growing along field boundaries and that

the hedges by 1746 were tending to be formed
from living plants rather than the woven "staff
hedges" which seem to have provided an

inesistible temptation for householders in need

of firewood.

A final contribution from the 130 extant pages

of the Sederunt (which originally ran to at least

149 pages) explains that "A sack ofabout five
feet long and three and a half feet wide filled
with charcoal makes a horse load and one of
these is called a Coall."

Another sidelight on the process of woodland
management in Roeburndale is shown by
examination of Ann Fenwick's account books.

These form part of the Homby Mission papers

reference RCHy at the Lancashire Record

Offrce and are frequently consulted by those

interested in the listory of Roman Catholicism
in Lancashire, however, as far as I am aware

they have not been exploited for the substantial

contribution they can make towards our
understanding of economic life in 18th century

Lancashire and I intend to retum to them for
this purpose at a later date.

Ann Fenwick's maiden name was Benison and

in 1735 she inherited various lands including
some in Roeburndale (Back and Backsbottom)
together with one share of the Scambler lands,14

her great grandfather Thomas Benison having
rebuilt one of the Scambler houses in 1681.

These lands included stretches of the banks of
the Roeburn, the steep slopes of which support
a rich woodland ecology (now a Site of Special

Scientific Interest) and her account books make
it clear that these woodlands too generated a

useful income.

In 177015 she recorded that on July 2 she took
f9 16sh. out of the "Bark money''followed by
fl0 12sh. on 1st August, f,2 5sh. on 14th and f4
4sh. on 20th. August with a further f,5 9sh. on
September lst.

This sidelight is expanded by the entry for 5th.
July 1766 when she paid Robert Leeming 3sh.
6d for three days peeling of bark. In addition,
on27 February l77I she received from Richard
Kirkham 2sh for the wood "he led out of Back
valued by Walker & Cragg". The l6d per day
she paid John Berry for his seven days work
making baskets in l77l makes a possibly
unique reference to another woodland-sourced
productls albeit not one that necessarily relates

to her Roeburndale woodlands.

Another reference to lands, including some
which Ann Fenwick formerly owned, is the
poster now in the possession of Mrs. hene
Woodhouse of Barkingate ('1he road through
Barkin"). The poster advertises the sale, by
auction, on 9th December 1802 of 'timber and

coppice woods growing on three farms known
by the names of Barkinyeat, Bennison and
Parkhouse in Roberindale and consisting of 748
Oak trees, 189 Ash, 59 Willow, Birch and
Alder, 3 Elms, 1 Lime very suitable for House
carpenters, Joiners, Wheelrights, Ship builders
etc And also 13% customary acres of Coppice
Wood six of which are chiefly Oaks the
remaining part being Ash, Hazel, Alder,
Willow, Birch etc of a proper size and very
useful for Rails, Hoopwood" Brushmaking and

Charcoal to be sold in five lots."

One last helpful reference is in the inventory of
Thomas Stout of Roeburndale dated 1668t7
which includes "dozen pound weights of galls
9sh 8d". Thomas Stout appears to have been a

clothier and the oak galls referred to here would
have been used to dye fabric black - the mind
boggles at the number of oak galls in 12 pounds
weight and a mental image arises of every child
in Lonsdale busily spending their daylight hours
gathering them.

To summarise: the fact that the 1823 agreement
referred to above was drafted prior to sale and
only required small amendments subsequently
would indicate that the terms of sale were
conforming to the norm. The report of the 1747
sale of woods and woodland products at Barkin

I
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supports the general premise of fully managed

woodlands being a standard practice but, in the

latter case, with evidence for wood pasture

generating an ongoing income from grazing' It
is to be lamented that the 1747 sale agreement

is now lost as comparison of that with the 1823

agreement would have been invaluable.

It is worthwhile, at this point, to consider fuller
details from the 1747 sale of woodlands and, in
particular, the 1746 Survey carried out by

Rawlinson and Beggland. The introduction to

the Survey includes

"This is a tedious and troublesome work and

can only be done in winter when the trees are

bare";

the present writer would wholeheartedly
endorse those sentiments. The areas of
woodland were separately identified by the

valuators and the values for each woodland

heavily annotated. This latter has largely been

omitted here and only the uses and values

shown in the table below.

The total for the bark sales in f,416-1lsh. and

for charcoal f,1239-8sh. giving a total for these

products of f1655-l9sh. which represents 560lo

of the total valuation. When it is considered

that the much higher sales price of f3500 was

attributed to the demand for charcoal then this
percentage can be increased to 63Yo.

Although it proved impossible to identiff the

lengths of stone wall and hedging to which
Henry Faithwaite referred in 182718 with any

certainly, the general identity of the woodlands

to which Matthew Butler's survey refers cannot

really be in doubt as the woodlands which still
line the steep banks of the Roebum and its
tributary streams all have the distinctive bank

and external ditch along their boundaries which
are typical of long-established managed

woodland.18

Even within the records relating to Roeburndale

there are clear (and relatively numerous)

references showing the continuity of managed

woodlands there.

Well
glowtl
Oak

Aees
308

404

rn

704

232

26

Oakba* Oak Ashv/ood AshPoles

timber

Coalls

glE? 6sh

Et47
t438 4sh

flO lOsh

954

f,71 Esh

f,24 lOsh

EU

f87 l0
835

Total

Homby
hlk
Ba*in
Tatbam
Park
Green

[Farm]
Broad
Wood
Park
Hour
Preston
Ilall c
Holm
Parks c

Itrtton
Partc

f,76 13sh

g2l
f100 l0sh

f26 l4sh

fLoT

tA2lzsh

936 8sh

gl 4sh
54 f4 10sh

E67l0lsd,

fl
f205 8Bh

f4O llsh

f,245 14sh

f3l 10sh

tl}2sh

fzrcnd f47sh

fl89 f48sh

f5 f2sh

f438 7sh

El75
f,937 l0sh

f,E3 ?sh

f,506 f4sh
(sic)

f,155 a

f,176 Sshb

€387 r0/8d
Effi 4I8d

t1926 v4d

U f,f l0sh

- El3r l0sh

tL USd g8r 4sh

f5 lOsh nl 4ftd

The wbole valuation Price

a - includes young Aller Wood f,4, b - includes Sycamore trees f,20, Beech trees t22 8shr c - in Westmoreland
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A picture emerges of the careful husbanding of a precious resource which came to an end not with
the clearance of the woodlands by greedy iron masters but with a lack of maintenance once the
demand for charcoal and bark fell away and their replacement by coking coal (the mineral
equivalent of charcoal) and artificial tanning agents. The sale of charcoal and bark provided the
economic raison dOtre for managing the woodlands, with timber as a substantial but ancillary
product.

Footnotes

1 Lancaster City Library [LCL] ms 4670

2 LCL ms 4672 & 4677

3 LCL ms 6166

4 LCL ms 3692

5 LCL ms 3680

6 Estate Map in the ownership of M.r P. Battersby of Hornby Castle; I am gratefi.rl for the
generosity of Mr. Jonathon Ratter in lending me copies of the photographs he took of this map.

7 Lancs Record Office [LRO] ref DRB l/158

8 LCL ms 3693

9 Some of the walls on Bellhurst Farm (on the east side of Roeburndale) are particularly rich in
hareholes

10 LCL ms 3689

11 Hornby Castle Records

I2LCL ms 1533

13 These are the lands now forming Thornbush Farm but which still bore the names of Upper,
Middle and Lower Barkin in 1848 when the Tithe Map was drawn up.

14 The Land Tax Returns ILRO QDL] confirm the identity of Ann Fenwick's lands.

ls LRO RCHy 2/4/30

16 Park House is on the east side of the river Roeburn; its lands lay in two sections on either side of
Harterbeck.

17 LRO WRWL/1688

18 The History of the Countryside, Oliver Rackham, 1986

Notes: Sources of information on charcoaling, associated industries and the charcoal trade are:

"Woodcolliers and Charcoal Burning" by Lyn Armstrong and published by The Weald &
Downland Open Air Museum, Singleton, Sussex. This book includes a substantial number of
references to Lancashire sources.

(Eds. note). See. Hudson, P. J. Landscape and Economic Development of Quernmore Forest,
Lancaster: An Upland Marginal Area in North West Lancashire to c1850. Unpublished M.Phil
thesis, University of Lancaster 1994. pp204-208.

In previous issues of Contebis there are several items relating to local charcoal and iron working.
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